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NOISE CANCELLATION EARPIECE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to a communications ear 
piece and more particularly to an open ear canal earpiece 
Which is capable of cancelling noise present in an ear canal. 

2. State of the Art 

In various circumstances ambient noise can interfere With 
transmission and receipt of sound information. US. Pat. No. 
4,473,906, Which is incorporated herein by reference, dis 
closes an active noise cancellation headset Which involves 
connecting the output of a microphone to the input of a 
speaker via an inverting operational ampli?er. The output of 
the microphone is connected to the inverting input of the 
operational ampli?er, and the non-inverting input of the 
operational ampli?er is grounded. An area around the micro 
phone constitutes a “closed volume.” The microphone and 
speaker are placed in close proximity to one another so that 
the speaker is Within the closed volume area around the 
microphone. 

In operation, any ambient noise in the closed volume is 
sensed by the microphone. This output is ampli?ed and 
inverted by the operational ampli?er, and then used to drive 
the speaker to create an equal and opposite ambient noise 
Which is then supplied back to the microphone. The micro 
phone includes a diaphragm Which is moved in response to 
the ambient noise. The output from the speaker creates an 
equal and opposite pressure on the microphone diaphragm 
Which counteracts the ambient noise. In other Words, the 
output of the microphone is servoed by feedback from the 
speaker to the Zero condition at the non-inverting input of 
the operational ampli?er. 

The advantage of this circuit is that it is a virtual earth 
active noise cancellation system Which does not require 
phase or amplitude tuning. Rather, the only requirement is 
that the speaker be placed Within the closed volume of the 
microphone to establish a uniform pressure throughout the 
closed volume and a Zero output condition from the opera 
tional ampli?er. 

The noise cancellation technology of the ’906 patent can 
experience some problems When loW frequency high inten 
sity sounds are detected by the microphone. The noise 
cancellation system Will attempt to cancel this noise by 
driving the speaker to create an equal and opposite pressure 
on the microphone diaphragm. HoWever, because the 
speaker can not be driven at such levels Without distorting, 
the loW frequency high intensity noise is not cancelled. 
Furthermore, When the speaker is driven to such an extent, 
the speaker Will create audible noise Which exacerbates the 
noise problem. 
US. Pat. No. 5,452,361, Which is also incorporated herein 

by reference, constitutes an improvement of the basic noise 
cancellation technology described in the ’906 patent. The 
’361 patent addresses this overload condition by removing 
very loW frequencies Which are inaudible. 
A typical hearing aid system involves either an ear canal 

device, Which completely plugs the ear or the use of a 
behind-the-ear ear device Which connects to an ear mold that 

completely plugs the ear. In both cases, the entire ear canal 
is blocked to create a closed volume space Within the ear 
canal. Such a small space can be pressuriZed using a 
relatively small speaker driver and speaker, since the volume 
of air that must be moved by the speaker diaphragm to 
cancel loW frequency sounds is relatively small. Because 
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2 
hearing aid systems typically include closed volume space, 
the relatively small speakers of a typical hearing aid system 
can be used to reasonably effectively cancel noise in the ear 
canal. 

Although active noise cancellation has been knoWn, it has 
been previously considered inappropriate for use in open 
volume applications, such as an open canal hearing aid 
system, Wherein the volume in Which the microphone is 
located is not a closed space. When any portion of the ear 
canal is open to the ambient air, a small speaker driver can 
no longer generate the movement of air necessary to cancel 
loW frequency noise. 

Noise cancellation bandWidth is a function of the frequen 
cies of the noise to be canceled, the amplitude of those 
frequencies and the volume of air Within Which noise 
cancellation is to be implemented. The cross-over point 
Where effective noise cancellation can be provided 
decreases, (that is the frequencies for Which noise cancel 
lation can be provided expands to include a loWer range of 
frequencies) as the controlled volume becomes smaller. If 
the controlled volume is increased by opening the ear canal, 
the frequencies for Which effective noise cancellation can be 
provided increases. For example, noise having a frequency 
of 50 HZ, has a half Wavelength of approximately 10 feet. As 
such, an open volume With a diameter of nearly 10 feet must 
be ?lled With the required cancellation pressure in order to 
effectively cancel the noise. In other Words, the driver must 
move air for a distance of 10 feet. This is impractical for a 
hearing aid speaker, Which must be con?gured small in siZe. 

Because of the foregoing dif?culties associated With noise 
cancellation and open volumes, conventional hearing aid 
systems limited any use of noise cancellation to closed canal 
systems. Thus, conventional open canal earpieces do not 
provide for noise cancellation because the driver and 
speaker Which Would be required Would far exceed the siZe 
and poWer constraints of a typical earpiece. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention, an open canal communications earpiece With 
noise cancellation is disclosed. The communications ear 
piece comprises an ear canal tube siZed for positioning in an 
ear canal of a user so that the ear canal is at least partially 
open for directly receiving ambient sounds. A microphone 
port in the ear canal tube is located in the ear canal for 
detecting sounds in the ear canal. A speaker port in the ear 
canal tube is located in the ear canal for broadcasting sound 
signals into the ear canal. A sound processor ampli?es the 
ambient sounds received by the microphone to produce 
processed analog signals. The sound processor also com 
prises noise cancellation means for producing an inverse 
noise signal of noise detected in the ear canal by the 
microphone. The inverse noise signal is sent to the speaker 
port so as to be broadcast into the ear canal, thereby 
substantially canceling the ambient noise in the ear canal. 

According to an alternate embodiment, the communica 
tions earpiece can be con?gured to ?t entirely in the ear 
canal of the user so long as the ear canal is partially open for 
receiving ambient sound. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other objects Will be fully understood from the 
description beloW and the accompanying draWings, in 
Which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates an open ear canal earpiece according to 
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 
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FIG. 2 illustrates an open ear canal earpiece With noise 
cancellation according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIGS. 3—7 illustrate earpiece systems according to exem 
plary embodiments of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 illustrates an auto-balancing circuit according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 9 illustrates an anti-feedback circuit according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary remote processing unit 
Which can be used in conjunction With exemplary embodi 
ments of the present invention; and 

FIG. 11 illustrates the remote processing unit of FIG. 9 in 
greater detail. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Speech can be divided into several components: voWels; 
and consonants. VoWels tend to have greater intensities than 
consonants. In addition, voWels tend to have frequencies 
beloW 1000 HZ While consonants tend to have frequencies 
above 1000 HZ. The intelligibility of speech depends more 
on the intelligibility of the consonant sounds than voWel 
sounds. LoW frequency, high intensity noise can decrease 
the intelligibility of speech signals by masking the conso 
nant sounds. Thus, to increase the intelligibility of speech 
signals, the noise (Which, for purposes of this discussion, 
corresponds to any undesired and/or unWanted signal) in the 
frequency band Which happens to include the voWel sounds, 
(for example, 200—1000 HZ or any other speci?ed frequency 
range), needs to be cancelled. While this exemplary cancel 
lation does cancel some of the voWel sounds, the intelligi 
bility of the speech signal increases because the noise Which 
Was masking the consonant sounds has been substantially 
reduced. Since very loW frequency noise (for example, 
beloW 200 HZ or any other speci?ed loW frequency range) 
does not need to be cancelled, a relatively small speaker 
driver and speaker can be used to create enough air pressure 
for noise cancellation in an open ear canal system. 

FIG. 1 illustrates an open ear canal earpiece Which can be 
used as a hearing aid/communications device. The earpiece 
10 is comprised of three main sections: an ear tube section 
12; a sound processing section 14; and a connector 16 Which 
can be used to electronically connect the earpiece to different 
electronic devices. The ear tube section 12 is siZed for 
positioning in the ear of a user so that the ear canal is at least 
partially open for directly receiving ambient sounds. It Will 
be understood that the connector can either be a Wired 
connector or a Wireless connector as set forth in copending 

US. patent application Ser. No. 08/833,064, ?led Apr. 3, 
1997, entitled “Wired Open Ear Canal Earpiece” and US. 
patent application Ser. No. 08/833,068, ?led Apr. 3, 1997, 
entitled “Wireless Open Ear Canal Earpiece” both of Which 
are incorporated herein by reference and Were ?led on even 
date hereWith. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an open ear canal earpiece With noise 
cancellation according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. A speaker port 22 is located in close 
proximity to a microphone port 21 so as to be in the local 
volume area of the microphone 21, both of Which are located 
in an ear canal 23. 

As Will be explained beloW With reference to FIGS. 3—6, 
the microphone and speaker of FIG. 1 are in operative 
communication With the ear tube. For example, the micro 
phone and speaker can both be located inside the ear canal 
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4 
and/or can be located outside the ear canal Wherein the 
sound ports for one or both devices are located in the canal 
and the sounds propagate to and from the microphone and 
speaker a single ear canal tube or through separate ear canal 
tubes (one tube for the microphone and one tube for the 
speaker) as described in US. patent application Ser. No. 
08/832,507, ?led Apr. 3, 1997, entitled “Ear Canal 
Microphone”, the contents of Which are incorporated herein 
by reference and Was ?led on even date hereWith. 

It Will be understood by those skilled in the art that the 
earpiece can be con?gured to ?t in the ear canal so long as 
the canal is at least partially open for receiving ambient 
sounds. For example, referring to FIG. 7, the earpiece 91 can 
be shaped like an open cylinder With thick Walls 92, Wherein 
the opening 94 in the middle of the cylinder alloWs ambient 
sound to enter the ear canal and all of the electrical com 
ponents are located in the Walls of the cylinder, but the 
invention is not limited to such an embodiment. 

In operation, the FIG. 2 microphone port 21 picks up 
noise in the open ear canal of the user. The sounds picked up 
by the microphone 21 are fed into a noise cancellation 
controller 27. An exemplary noise cancellation controller is 
described in US. Pat. No. 4,473,906, the contents of Which 
are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety. The 
sounds picked up by the microphone port 21 can include 
voice or Wanted signals, as Well as noise (that is, any 
undesired or unWanted signal). The sound processing of the 
earpiece can separate the voice or Wanted signals from the 
noise signals, for example, by looking at the statistics of 
speech versus the statistics of noise. In order to cancel the 
noise that is present in the ear canal, the noise cancellation 
controller 27 ?lters the received signal, inverts the signal and 
ampli?es the inverted signal in a knoWn manner, for 
example, as described in US. Pat. No. 4,473,906, the 
contents of Which are incorporated herein by reference in 
their entirety. The ampli?ed inverted signal is then applied 
to the speaker 22 Which broadcasts the inverted noise signal 
into the ear canal, thereby substantially canceling the noise 
present in the ear canal. If the earpiece is being used as a 
hearing aid, the voice signal can be processed in a knoWn 
manner, for example, as disclosed in US. patent application 
Ser. No. 08/781,714, ?led Jan. 10, 1997, entitled “Open Ear 
Canal Hearing Aid System,” ?led Jan. 10, 1997, the contents 
of Which are incorporated herein by reference in their 
entirety, and also applied to the speaker 22 Wherein the 
modi?ed voice signals are broadcast into the ear canal. This 
arrangement improves the intelligibility of speech by can 
celling ambient noise in the ear canal of the user. 

In an alternate embodiment, the earpiece can be connected 
to an external device such as a communications netWork. In 

this embodiment, a summer 26 is added to the circuit to add 
the energy of signals coming from the noise cancellation 
controller 27 With signals coming from the external device. 
In this embodiment, the noise cancellation controller 27 
frequency tailors the feedback signal such that it is separate 
from any frequency tailoring performed on the signal from 
the external device. Thus, the signal from the external device 
is not signi?cantly affected by the noise cancellation feed 
back. When the earpiece is connected to the external device, 
the voice signals picked up by the microphone 21, such as 
the user’s voice, can be sent to the external device so as to 
create a communications link betWeen the user of the 
earpiece and the external communications netWork. This can 
be performed by con?guring the noise cancellation control 
ler to examine the energy in each frequency band of the 
sound signals received by the microphone and to determine 
hoW the energy is varying With time. The frequency bands 
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that have statistics Which are characteristic of speech (for 
example, non-repetitive sound) Will then pass through an 
output to the external device. Alternately, the sound signals 
can be divided into a plurality of frequency bands, for 
example, high and loW frequency bands, and the loW fre 
quency band(s) Which contain most of the noise can be 
?ltered out. 

Furthermore, the noise cancellation controller can ?lter 
out frequencies that Would otherWise overload the speaker. 
For example, the noise cancellation controller 27 can be 
con?gured With a digital signal processor Which includes a 
?nite impulse response ?lter or an in?nite impulse response 
?lter Which removes frequencies that Would overdrive the 
speaker. 

According to one embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3, a tube 
90 is connected to the input of the microphone 34 and the 
tube is extended into the ear canal of the user. The open end 
of the tube 90 located in the ear canal alloWs sounds in the 
ear canal to enter the tube and then the sound propagates to 
the input of microphone 34 located in a case 28 that is 
external to the ear canal (for example, located behind the 
ear). Asimilar tube 24 is used With respect to a speaker 36.. 

In another embodiment illustrated in FIG. 4, rather than 
using a tube to deliver the sound to an input of the micro 
phone 34, the microphone is moved from the case 28 to the 
end of the ear canal tube 90 located in the ear canal. In this 
embodiment, outputs from the microphone are transferred 
electrically via a plurality of Wires located in the ear canal 
tube 90 to the case 28 for processing. 

LikeWise, as illustrated in FIG. 5, the speaker 36 can be 
moved from the case 28 into the ear canal tube. Alternately, 
both the microphone and the speaker of the case 28 can be 
moved into the in-the-canal portion of the earpiece, Wherein 
a plurality of Wires (e.g., 3 for the microphone and 3 for the 
speaker) pass through one or more tubes to the electronic 
signal processing components located in the case 28, as 
illustrated in FIG. 6. It Will be understood by those skilled 
in the art that the microphone and speaker can also be 
located anyWhere betWeen the case 28 and the end of the ear 
canal tube(s). 

Referring to FIG. 1, the connector 16 includes a physical 
connector Which is plugged into a jack, for instance a 
headset jack, in an external device, such as a personal 
communications node as described in copending application 
Ser. No. 08/758,365, ?led Dec. 3, 1996, entitled “Personal 
Communication Device”, the disclosure of Which is hereby 
incorporated by reference in its entirety or a cellular phone. 
The connector 16 can also include additional processing 
circuitry such as an auto balancing circuit 18 and/or an 
anti-feedback circuit adapter 19. Those skilled in the art Will 
appreciate that all processing need not be at the earpiece; the 
processing can also be in the connector or in the external 
device. Alternately, the battery can be in the connector to 
reduce the Weight of the earpiece and/or make it easier to 
change the batteries or to accommodate a large battery for 
extended use. 

Different types of external devices (for example, cellular 
phones) have different amplitude levels at the headset jack. 
For the earpiece to properly communicate With the external 
device through the headset jack, the amplitude levels of the 
earpiece and the external device need to match. To make the 
amplitude levels match, the present exemplary embodiments 
use the auto balancing circuit 18. An example of an auto 
balancing circuit is illustrated in FIG. 8. 

In FIG. 8, an ampli?er 106 is placed on the output line 
100, i.e, the line transferring signals from the earpiece to the 
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external device, of the connector 16 and an ampli?er 108 is 
attached to the input line 102, i.e., the line transferring 
signals from the external netWork device to the earpiece of 
the connector 16. A gain controller 104 is used to control the 
gain of both of the ampli?ers until the outputs match the 
levels required by the sound processing system. Basically, 
the auto balancing circuit sends a signal into the external 
netWork device on the output 100 line and detects the signal 
coming back on the input 102 line. The auto balancing 
circuit then adjusts the gain of the ampli?ers until the 
amplitudes of the signals match. It Will be understood that 
other auto balancing circuits can also be used in accordance 
With the present invention and the invention is not limited to 
the embodiment disclosed in FIG. 8. 

In telephones, including cellular phones, the voice of the 
user is picked up by the microphone and a portion of the 
voice signal is fed back to the earpiece so that the user can 
hear his oWn voice on the phone. According to exemplary 
embodiments, When the earpiece is attached to the phone, 
the portion of the user’s voice fed back from the phone Will 
be sent to the speaker and broadcast into the ear canal. If the 
signal is strong, or the speaker port and the microphone port 
are very close together, a feedback loop Will be created 
because the microphone Will pick up the fed back signal 
Which may result in a Whistling noise. In order to cancel out 
this feedback, an anti-feedback circuit 19, as illustrated in 
FIG. 9, diverts a portion of the output signal into an inverter 
110. The inverter 110 inverts the signal and the inverted 
signal is summed With the input signal from the phone so as 
to cancel out the feedback. It Will be understood that the 
summer can be used to provide gain adjustments and the 
inverter 110 can be used to provide phase and frequency 
adjustments to properly cancel the feedback. These adjust 
ments can be made at the factory during manufacture or can 
be made by the user by turning a tuning knob (not 
illustrated) attached to the anti-feedback circuit adapter 19. 
Alternately, the adjustments can be made automatically With 
conventional control circuitry. 

Another feedback problem occurs if there is a delay in the 
transmission link betWeen the tWo users. During a 
conversation, the sound of the voice of the other person Will 
be sent into the user’s ear canal. That sound can be picked 
up by the microphone, Which then sends the other user’s 
voice back to the other user through the communications 
netWork. If there is any delay in the transmission link, a 
delayed echo Will be created. In order to compensate for this 
echo, another anti-feedback circuit can be added to FIG. 1. 
In this case, an input test signal is generated and the output 
signal is compared With the input signal to determine the 
transfer function that should be used to compensate for the 
echo problem. 
As mentioned above, the earpiece can also be connected 

to a personal communications node (PCN) as illustrated in 
FIG. 10. An exemplary personal communications node is 
described in the above mentioned US. patent application 
Ser. No. 08/758,365. FIG. 11 illustrates a personal commu 
nication node according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. For illustrative purposes, the PCN 120 is 
depicted in FIG. 11 as connected to a cellular telephone 130 
adapted for connection directly to the PCN 120. The PCN 
120 permits a user to control at least one remote device 
simply by issuing voice commands. PCN 120 recogniZes 
and interprets the voice commands of the user, determines 
Whether the commands are to be sent to a given remote 
device to Which it is connected, and forWards the voice 
commands to the appropriate remote device, accordingly. 
For example, the PCN 120 can be connected directly to a 
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cellular phone 130 that is adapted for connection to the PCN. 
The cellular phone 130 can be used in a normal manner by 
entering codes via a keypad or in response to voice com 
mands forwarded by the PCN 120. It Will be understood by 
those skilled in the art that a cellular phone Without a keypad 
or display could also be used, and controlled solely by voice 
commands. Using the PCN 120 connected to the cellular 
telephone 130, a user can ansWer calls, initiate calls, receive 
or send messages and so on, simply by issuing voice 
commands. LikeWise, the PCN can also be hooked up to 
other electronic devices such as computers, Which can be 
controlled using the voice commands. 

Referring to FIG. 11, the PCN 120 processes signals 
received via the microphone(s) in the earpiece(s) Worn by 
the user. The signals include voice commands to control the 
cellular telephone 130 as Well as voice data to be conducted 
over the cellular telephone netWork. The PCN 120 then 
sends the processed signals to the cellular telephone 130 
When the signals relate to a call. The PCN 120 also processes 
signals from the cellular telephone 130 and transmits these 
signals via the Wired or Wireless bidirectional link to the 
earpiece. To perform these functions, the PCN 120 can 
include, among other features, an operating system 132, 
audio digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms 134, a data 
input/output (I/O) manager buffer 136, a voice recognition 
command manager 138, a sound processing system 140, 
data I/O buffers 142 and 144, an adaptive speech ?ltering 
and noise cancellation unit 146, and a memory unit 148 
and/or any combination or subcombination of these com 
ponents. It Will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
D/A and A/D converters can also be included if the signals 
received from the earpiece are analog. 

The operating system 132 includes hardWare and/or soft 
Ware for scheduling softWare tasks, handling interrupt 
request scheduling, data input/output, and allocating 
memory for various applications in the PCN 120. The sound 
processing unit 140 includes basic hardWare and/or softWare 
used, for eXample, in a hearing aid to enhance signal 
understanding and intelligibility. The sound processing unit 
140 can be implemented With a remote processor, such as 
that described in copending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
08/479,629, the contents of Which are incorporated herein by 
reference in their entirety. Furthermore, the sound process 
ing unit 140 can be programmed to modify the signals in the 
same manner as the auto-balancing circuit 18 and the 
anti-feedback circuit 19 thereby alleviating the need for 
auto-balancing circuit 18 and the anti-feedback circuit 19. 
Furthermore, the noise cancellation processing can be per 
formed by the sound processing unit 140. 

The voice recognition command manager 138 includes 
hardWare and/or softWare Which interprets voice commands 
from the user. For eXample, a voice command can be 
interpreted as a command to direct the cellular telephone 
130 to perform a certain function. The voice recognition 
command manager 138 can be implemented Within a con 
ventional voice recognition softWare such a Motorola’s 
LeXicus Microbrain or the Voice Dialer, model VCS 2060 of 
Voice Control Systems, Inc. in Dallas, TX. The voice rec 
ognition command manager 138 is trained ahead of time 
during a set-up phase to recogniZe the voice of a speci?c 
user. For eXample, the user simply speaks a series of selected 
Words, and the voice recognition command manager 138 
becomes programmed, i.e., trained, in a knoWn fashion to 
recogniZe any Word spoken by the user based on these 
selected Words. The voice recognition command manager 
138 can, for eXample, be language independent. 

The voice recognition command manager 138 matches a 
voice command to a particular control function in a library 
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or lookup table of memory 148. After matching the voice 
command to a particular control function and a particular 
remote device, the voice recognition command manager 138 
can issue an appropriate control code to, for eXample, 
control gating of commands and/or data to one or more 
remote devices via the operating system. 
The audio DSP algorithms unit 134 provides digital sound 

processing algorithms for the voice recognition command 
manager 138 in the sound processing unit 140 under the 
control of the operating system 132. The audio DSP algo 
rithms unit 134 can be implemented in accordance With 
features described in US. Pat. No. 5,479,522 to Lindeman 
et al., the contents of Which are hereby incorporated by 
reference in their entirety. The audio DSP algorithm unit 134 
can also provide noise cancellation algorithms for the sound 
processing unit 140. 

The data I/O manager buffer 136 temporarily stores data, 
voice, and control signals. The personal communication 
device also includes an adaptive speech ?ltering and noise 
cancellation unit 146 Which enhances signal quality by 
?ltering and cancelling noise in the signal. The adaptive 
speech ?ltering and noise cancellation unit 146 can be 
implemented in accordance With, for example, US. Pat. No. 
5,140,640 to Graupe et al. and/or U.S. Pat. No. 5,452,361 to 
Jones entitled “Reduced VLF Overload Susceptibility 
Active Noise Cancellation Headset” assigned to Noise Can 
cellation Technology (NCT), the contents of Which are 
incorporated herein by reference in their entireties. 

It Will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art 
that the present invention can be embodied in other speci?c 
forms Without departing from the spirit or essential character 
thereof. Presently disclosed embodiments are therefore con 
sidered in all respects to be illustrative and not restrictive. 
The scope of the invention is indicated by the appended 
claims, rather than the forgoing description, and all changes 
that come Within the meaning and range of equivalents 
thereof are intended to be embraced therein. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A communications system With noise cancellation, 

comprising: 
an ear tube section including at least one ear canal tube 

siZed for positioning in an ear canal of a user so that the 
ear canal is at least partially open for directly receiving 
ambient sounds; 

a microphone port in operative communication With said 
ear tube section for detecting sound in said ear canal; 

a speaker port in operative communication With said ear 
tube section for broadcasting sound signals into said ear 
canal, the speaker port being operably connected to a 
speaker transducer positioned outside the ear canal; 

a sound processor for amplifying ambient sounds received 
by said microphone port to produce processed signals, 
the sound processor being located outside the ear canal; 

noise cancellation means for producing an inverse noise 
signal of noise detected in said ear canal by said 
microphone port; and 

means for sending said inverse noise signal to said 
speaker port to broadcast said inverse noise signal into 
said ear canal and to substantially cancel the ambient 
noise in the ear canal. 

2. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 1, further comprising: 

connector means for connecting said communications 
system to external devices Wherein processed signals 
produced by the sound processor are sent to the exter 
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nal devices through said connector and signals from the 
external devices are sent to the earpiece through the 
connector so as to be broadcast by the speaker port. 

3. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 2, Wherein said connector is a Wired 
connector. 

4. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 2, Wherein said connector is a Wireless 
connector. 

5. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 2, further comprising: 
means for adaptively combining signals from the external 

device and said inverse noise signal prior to being sent 
to said speaker Wherein the signals from the external 
device remain effectively unaltered. 

6. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 2, Wherein a ?rst signal to noise ratio 
corresponding to said processed analog signals is larger than 
a second signal to noise ratio corresponding to the original 
ambient sound. 

7. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 1, Wherein said noise cancellation means 
further comprises a ?lter means for ?ltering signals in 
different frequency ranges. 

8. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 7, Wherein said ?lter means is a ?nite 
impulse response ?lter Which removes frequencies Which 
Would otherWise overdrive the speaker. 

9. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 7, Wherein said ?lter means is a in?nite 
impulse response ?lter Which removes frequencies Which 
Would otherWise overdrive the speaker. 

10. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 1, Wherein said speaker port is in said ear 
canal. 

11. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 1, Wherein said microphone port is in said 
ear canal. 

12. A communications system according to claim 2, 
Wherein said noise cancellation means is included Within 
said connector means. 

13. A communications system according to claim 2, 
Wherein said noise cancellation means is included Within 
said sound processor. 

14. A communications system according to claim 1, 
Wherein said ear tube section comprises tWo tubes, one tube 
operably connected to said microphone port and another 
tube operably connected to the speaker port. 

15. A communications system according to claim 
Wherein said ear tube section comprises a single tube. 

16. A communications system according to claim 
Wherein said at least one ear canal tube is holloW. 

17. A communications system according to claim 
Wherein said at least one ear canal tube contains a Wire. 

18. The communications system of claim 1, Wherein said 
noise cancellation means produces said inverse noise signal 
Within a frequency range of 200—1000 HZ. 

19. The communication system of claim 1, Wherein the 
speaker port is siZed greater than the ear tube section. 

20. A communications system With noise cancellation, 
comprising: 

a microphone port located in an ear canal for detecting 
sound in said ear canal; 

a speaker port located in said ear canal for broadcasting 
sound signals into said ear canal, the speaker port being 
operably connected to a speaker transducer positioned 
outside the ear canal; 
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a sound processor for processing ambient sounds received 
by said micro-phone port to produce processed signals, 
the sound processor being located outside the ear canal; 

noise cancellation means for producing an inverse noise 
signal of noise detected in said ear canal by said 
microphone, the noise cancellation means being 
located outside the ear canal; and 

means for sending said inverse noise signal to said 
speaker port to broadcast said inverse noise signal into 
said ear canal and to substantially cancel at least a 
portion of the ambient noise in the ear canal, Wherein 
When the microphone port and speaker port are posi 
tioned in said ear of a user, the ear canal is at least 
partially open for directly receiving ambient sounds 
and Wherein at least one of the ports has a transducer 
that is located outside the ear canal. 

21. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 20, further comprising: 

connector means for connecting said communications 
system to external devices Wherein processed signals 
produced by the sound processor are sent to the exter 
nal devices through said connector and signals from the 
external devices are sent to the earpiece through the 
connector so as to be broadcast by the speaker port. 

22. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 21, Wherein said connector is a Wired 
connector. 

23. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 21, Wherein said connector is a Wireless 
connector. 

24. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 21, further comprising: 
means for adaptively combining signals from the external 

device and said inverse noise signal prior to being sent 
to said speaker Wherein the signals from the external 
device remain effectively unaltered. 

25. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 21, Wherein a ?rst signal to noise ratio 
corresponding to said processed analog signals is larger than 
a second signal to noise ratio corresponding to the original 
ambient sound. 

26. A communications system according to claim 21, 
Wherein said noise cancellation means is included Within 
said connector means. 

27. A communications system according to claim 21, 
Wherein said noise cancellation means is included Within 
said sound processor. 

28. The communication system of claim 20, Wherein said 
noise cancellation means produces said inverse noise signal 
Within a frequency range of 200—1000 HZ. 

29. The communication system of claim 20, Wherein the 
speaker transducer is siZed greater than the speaker port and 
greater than the microphone port. 

30. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 20, Wherein said noise cancellation 
means further comprises a ?lter means for ?ltering signals in 
different frequency ranges. 

31. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 30, Wherein said ?lter means is a ?nite 
impulse response ?lter Which removes frequencies Which 
Would otherWise overdrive the speaker transducer. 

32. A communications system With noise cancellation 
according to claim 19, Wherein said ?lter means is a in?nite 
impulse response ?lter Which removes frequencies Which 
Would otherWise overdrive the speaker transducer. 

33. A communications system according to claim 20, 
Wherein said inverse noise signal is a sound Wave produced 
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by a speaker operably connected to the noise canceling 
means and Wherein said means for sending said inverse 
noise signal to said speaker port comprises a tube. 

34. A communications system according to claim 33, 
Wherein said tube is also used to connect the microphone 
port to a transducer positioned outside the ear canal, the 
transducer providing an electronic signal to the sound pro 
cessor. 

35. A communications system according to claim 33, 
Wherein an additional tube is used to connect the micro 
phone port to a transducer positioned outside the ear canal, 
the transducer providing an electric signal to the sound 
processor. 

36. A communications system With noise cancellation, 
comprising: 

a microphone port located in an ear canal for detecting 
sound in said ear canal; 

a speaker port located in said ear canal for broadcasting 
sound signals into said ear canal; 

a behind-the-ear unit, the behind-the-ear unit including a 
sound processor for processing ambient sounds 
received by said microphone port to produce processed 
signals and including a speaker transducer operably 
connected to the speaker port; and 

a noise cancellation means for producing an inverse noise 
signal of noise detected in said ear canal by said 
microphone, the noise cancellation means being 
located outside the ear canal; Wherein the speaker 
transducer is adapted to broadcast said inverse noise 
signal into said ear canal to substantially cancel at least 
a portion of the ambient noise in the ear canal, Wherein 
When the microphone port and speaker port are posi 
tioned in said ear of a user, the ear canal is at least 
partially open for directly receiving ambient sounds. 

37. A communications system according to claim 36, 
Wherein said microphone port is a microphone transducer. 

38. A communications system according to claim 36, 
Wherein the behind-the-ear unit includes a microphone 
transducer operably connected to the microphone port. 
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39. The communication system of claim 36, Wherein said 

noise cancellation means produces said inverse noise signal 
Within a frequency range of 200—1000 HZ. 

40. The communication system of claim 36, Wherein the 
speaker transducer is siZed greater than the speaker port and 
greater than the microphone port. 

41. A communications system With noise cancellation, 
comprising: 

an ear tube section including at least one ear canal tube 
siZed for positioning in an ear canal of a user so that the 
ear canal is at least partially open for directly receiving 
ambient sounds; 

a microphone port in operative communication With said 
ear tube section for detecting sound in said ear canal; 

a speaker port in operative communication With said ear 
tube section for broadcasting sound signals into said ear 
canal, the speaker port being operably connected to a 
speaker transducer positioned outside the ear canal; 

a sound processor for amplifying ambient sounds received 
by said microphone port to produce processed signals, 
the sound processor being located outside the ear canal; 

noise cancellation means for producing an inverse noise 
signal of a portion of the sound detected in said ear 
canal by said microphone port; 

means for sending said inverse noise signal to said 
speaker port to broadcast said inverse noise signal into 
said ear canal and to substantially cancel a ?rst portion 
of the ambient sounds in the ear canal; and 

means for sending a second portion of the ambient sounds 
to an external device. 

42. The communications system according to claim 41, 
Wherein said inverse noise signal does not affect said second 
portion of the ambient sounds. 

43. The communications system according to claim 41, 
con?gured for bi-directional communication With the exter 
nal device. 

44. The communications system according to claim 43, 
Wherein a signal from the external device is broadcast by the 
speaker port into the ear canal. 


